Tuesday 13 June 2017

The Meetings Show Networking Opportunities

Join Buenos Aires Tourism Organisation & Buenos Aires Convention Bureau and partners

for an exclusive evening to discover Buenos Aires for Meetings and Events

whilst enjoying ‘A true taste of Argentina’

at

GAUCHO, Piccadilly, London

Buenos Aires is one of the biggest cities in the world; it is also the most important cultural city within South America as well as one of the key political and economic hubs of the region.

The mixture of modern and traditional is one of the city’s outstanding attractions. Every corner of Buenos Aires reveals aspects of this attractive and unique city.

With more than 3 million inhabitants, the city has experienced a dramatic growth in infrastructure in the recent years’ and offers an enhanced range of gastronomy, entertainment, hotel services and more. Buenos Aires is an important business meeting point within Latin America.

With experienced suppliers for all types of events and audiences: from 10 to tens of thousands, outdoors or indoors, private or public, business, professional, cultural and sports events, Buenos Aires delivers a unique destination from its combined history, customs, culture and people.

Format of the evening:

18.30 Drinks Reception

19.15 Dinner

21.45 Carriages

Space is limited, attendance is by official invitation only, and subject to final qualification by your hosts, Buenos Aires Tourism Organisation.

Register your interest here